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Michael Moloney, SSB Director

National Academy of Sciences

The National Academy of Sciences was signed into being by President Abraham
Lincoln on March 3, 1863, at the height of the Civil War. It is a private, selfperpetuating, society of distinguished scientists.
But, its Act of Incorporation, mandates it to "investigate, examine, experiment,
and report upon any subject of science or art" when asked to do so by any
department of the government.

Providing Advice to the Nation
Many early Academy studies
concerned technical issues
associated with the conduct of the
U.S. Civil War. But, as scientific
issues become even more complex in
the post-war years, the small number
of NAS members could not keep up
with requests for advice.
So, in 1916, the National Research
Council was established as the
mechanism by which the Academy
would fulfill its mandate to advise the
U.S. government.
Since 2016, we use the name
National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering and Medicine

How the National Academies Works
The Academies has many different
activities. The best know are its expert
committees. Approximately 600
committees active at any given time.
The committees are composed of
unpaid volunteers from academia and
industry who meet 2, 3, or 4 times a
year to deliberate on topics that are
requested by Congress, federal and
state agencies/departments and
corporations, or which are selfinitiated.
The Academies is financed via shortterm study contracts and grants. That
is, it is a soft-money organization.

Space Science Board
Established by NAS in June 1958 in
response to a joint request from the
directors of NSF, NACA and ARPA
for advice on the conduct of civil
space research activities.
Space Science Board merged with
elements of the Space Applications
Board to create the Space Studies
Board in 1988.
The Space Studies Board will
celebrate its 60th anniversary on 26
June, 2018.
Today the SSB collaborates closely
with the Academies Aeronuatics and
Space and Engineering Board.

The three men responsible for the success of Explorer 1, America's first Earth satellite which
was launched January 31, 1958. At left is Dr. William H. Pickering, former director of JPL,
which built and operated the satellite. Dr. James A. van Allen, center, of the State University of
Iowa, designed and built the instrument on Explorer that discovered the radiation belts which
circle the Earth. At right is Dr. Wernher von Braun, leader of the Army's Redstone Arsenal
team which built the first stage Redstone rocket that launched Explorer 1.

SSB Charge
•

The SSB was established in 1958 to serve as the focus of the interests and
responsibilities in space research for the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine.

•

The SSB provides an independent, authoritative forum for information and
advice on all aspects of space science and applications, and it serves as
the focal point within the Academies for activities on space research. It
oversees advisory studies and program assessments, facilitates
international research coordination, and promotes communications on
space science and science policy between the research community, the
federal government, and the interested public.

•

The SSB also serves as the U.S. National Committee for the International
Council for Science Committee on Space Research (COSPAR).

Space and Aeronautics at the Academies
Space Studies Board
and the
Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board
Ø
Ø
Ø

One of the larger units in the Academies.
Conduct studies for NASA, USGS, USAF, NOAA, FAA, etc.
Encompasses all of Space Science, Space Engineering, and
Aeronautics.

Ø

SSB’s Signature product are the decadal surveys in space science—
including planetary science and life/physical sciences.

Ø

ASEB reviews NASA’s aeronautics and space technology
programs.
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Academies Appointed Committees*
by Program Division, 2001 – 2015

*Appointed committees include boards, standing committees, roundtables, ad hoc study
committees, and study panels.
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SSB - Decadal Surveys
Among the advisory studies the SSB conducts, the decadal surveys stand out as the signature
products.
The foundation of decadal surveys was the first astronomy decadal survey report in 1964.
Now expanded to all of the space sciences and Earth science and applications from space
and, most recently, the biological and physical sciences in space.
At the most fundamental level, decadal surveys are community-driven, bottom-up studies that
aim to formulate a community consensus on the most compelling science questions for the
decade ahead in each of the disciplines.
The studies also identify prioritized lists of missions (science targets) and, in some cases,
ground-based research activities that can address the highest-priority science.
Involve the appointment of a steering committee and a set of 4-9 topical panels (no two
surveys are the same) involving a total of up to 80-120 volunteers.
The studies involve extensive community input via hundreds of white papers, community
forums, and other outreach activities, and the most recent round included an independent Cost
Assessment and Technical Evaluation (the so-called CATE process) of proposed initiatives and
recommendations made within defined budget scenarios.

International Role for the Space Studies Board
Part of the charge to the Space Studies Board (SSB) from the National Academies is
to “facilitate international research coordination”.
How does the SSB carry out this task?
• The SSB serves as the U.S. National Committee for the International Council for
Science Committee on Space Research (COSPAR).
• Maintains relations with:
Ø ICSU Committee on Space Research
Ø International Academy of Astronautics
Ø International Astronautical Federation
Ø European Space Agency and JAXA
Ø European Space Sciences Committee
Ø Chinese Academy of Sciences – NSSC
Ø Russian Academy of Sciences - IKI
Ø Other international space partners such as: Canadian Space Agency,
Roscosmos, CNES, ISRO, UNOOSA, etc
•

Always interested in reaching out to similar advisory bodies around the globe.

SSB Current Membership
Fiona Harrison, Chair, California Institute of Technology
XCOM
Robert D. Braun, Vice Chair, University of Colorado Boulder
XCOM
David N. Spergel, Vice Chair, Princeton University**
James G. Anderson, Harvard University
Jeff M. Bingham, Consultant
XCOM
Jay C. Buckey, Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth
Mary Lynne Dittmar, Dittmar Associates
XCOM
Joseph Fuller Jr., Futron Corporation
Thomas R. Gavin, California Institute of Technology
Sarah Gibson, National Center for Atmospheric Research
XCOM
Wesley T. Huntress, Carnegie Institution of Washington
Anthony C. Janetos, Boston University
Chryssa Kouveliotou, The George Washington University
XCOM
Dennis P. Lettenmaier, University of California, Los Angeles
Rosaly M. Lopes, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
XCOM
David J. McComas, Princeton University
Larry Paxton, Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory
Saul Perlmutter, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Eliot Quataert, University of California, Berkeley
Barbara Sherwood Lollar, University of Toronto
Harlan E. Spence, University of New Hampshire
Mark H. Thiemens, University of California, San Diego
Meenakshi Wadhwa, Arizona State University

Staffing at the SSB & ASEB

The ASEB/SSB staff currently comprises:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Board Director,
2 ASEB study directors (one part time)
4 SSB study directors (all full time — also one additional shared with BPA)
2 Research Associates (shared between SSB & ASEB)
3 meeting and travel coordinator staff (shared by both boards)
5 administrative staff Program Manager, Administrative Coordinator,
Information and Communications Manager, and two financial
management officers (shared by both boards).

– Budget of ASEB/SSB was ~30% of DEPS in CY 2016. Staff is ~25% of
DEPS. Processed 45% of DEPS travel claims.

2015 DEPS Program Spending
by Sponsor/Managing Board

Total =$21.93M

Some slides from NASA

KEY SCIENCE THEMES

Safeguarding and
Improving Life on Earth
Searching for
Life Elsewhere
Expanding our Knowledge

SCIENCE BY THE NUMBERS

Spacecraft

CubeSats

Balloon Payloads

Sounding Rocket Flights

105 missions*
88 spacecraft

17 science missions*
11 technology demonstrations

13 science payloads
13 piggyback/
student payloads

14 science missions
3 technology/student
missions

Earth-Based Investigations
25 major airborne missions
8 global networks

*122 space-based missions

Technology Development
~$400M invested annually

Research
10,000+

U.S. scientists funded
competitively selected awards
~$600M awarded annually

3,000+

As of April 27, 2017

https://science.nasa.gov/missions

https://science.nasa.gov/missions
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President’s Budget Request

Ongoing Standing & Discipline Activities
Standing Activities
• Committee on Biological and Physical Sciences in Space (joint activity)
Discipline Committees
• Committee on Astrobiology and Planetary Sciences – CAPS
• Committee on Astronomy and Astrophysics – CAA
• Committee on Earth Science and Applications from Space – CESAS
• Committee on Solar and Space Physics – CSSP
•
•
•

Each Spring these committees meet during Space Science Week in
Washington DC.
Space Studies Board also acts as US National Committee for COSPAR
Space Studies Board also exchanges participants with the European
Space Sciences Committee

Discipline Committee Tasks
Revised Statement of Task (highlights)::
•

Operate as an ad-hoc overarching purpose of the committee is to support scientific
progress to assist the federal government in planning programs in these fields by
providing advice on the implementation of decadal survey recommendations.

•

Provide an independent, authoritative forum for identifying and discussing issues
between the research community, federal government, and the interested public.

•

At each of its in-person meetings, as appropriate, the committee may prepare concise
assessments of progress on the implementation of the decadal survey's recommended
scientific and technical activities. The assessments will be based on evidence gathered
by the committee at its in-person and virtual meetings. The committee's assessment
reports may include findings and conclusions on key strategies being pursued by the
agencies and the status of agency actions that relate to the state of implementation.
The reports may also highlight scientific discoveries and engineering and technical
advances relevant to progress on the science objectives identified in the decadal
reports.

•

For advisory activities assessed to require a more in-depth review assist the
Academies in formulating the task and committee membership for such studies.

Discipline Committees Work Plan
•

Chartered by the Academies for a five-year period 2016-2021. Should a change in a
committee's charge be required before 2021, Academies and agency approval
would be sought at that time.

•

The committee are populated with a depth and breadth of expertise that qualify it
(adjusted by annual membership review and appointments) to analyze and provide
findings and conclusions on issues bearing on implementation of the decadal survey.

•

Approximately 15-20 members are appointed for terms of 2 years, with 2 possible
extensions in the lifetime of the committee.

•

The membership and composition and balance of the committee is reviewed annually
and conflicts of interests assessed against the range of recommendations in the
decadal survey and implementation plans and strategies that have emerged since the
survey report's release.

•

The committee shall meet in person at least twice per year.

•

After each meeting of the committee, a concise report may be authored and
delivered to the sponsoring agencies within 45-60 days of a committee meeting and
subsequently released to the public.

•

For advisory activities assessed to require a more in-depth review assist the
Academies in formulating the task and committee membership for such studies.

Committee on Astronomy & Astrophysics
•

Main focus is on the preparation for the next Astro 2020 decadal survey.
•
•
•

Internal consultation group—will discuss international engagement
Many outreach activities being considered
Survey expected to begin Dec 2018 and finish Dec 2020.

•

CAA decided to write a short report on a question from NASA about the
upcoming Small Explorer mission (SMEX) announcement of opportunity.

•

Committee heard from NASA on plans for independent review of WFIRST
implementation and discussed implementation of other recommendations
from NWNH midterm report.

•

Held joint session with CAPS on the Search for Life.

•

Committee discussed congressionally-mandated studies on science
strategies for astrobiology and exoplanet research.

Committee on Astrobiology and Planetary Science
Overall, the Planetary Science Division is on track
• Mars 2020 sample caching mission continues its development
• Europa Clipper moving forward in Phase B (design phase)
• Two Discovery missions selected (Psyche (M-type asteroid orbiter) and
Lucy (multi-Trojan asteroid flyby), one in extended phase A (NEOCam)
• Next New Frontiers mission proposals submitted April 28th
• Ocean Worlds program is part of the recent Presidential budget
Discussion points to further consider
• Last year, NASA was directed to launch Clipper on SLS and add a
lander. Clipper and Lander funded in appropriated FY17 budget
• Future Mars missions and Europa Lander not in President’s proposed
FY18 budget
• Committee discussed the challenges of maintaining a balanced solar
system exploration program
• Committee discussed congressionally-mandated studies on science
strategies for astrobiology and exoplanet research.

Committee on Biological and Physical Sciences in Space
•

New Director of NASA’s Division of Space Life and Physical
Sciences Research and Applications

•

The committee discussed how NASA’s microgravity science
portfolio is progressing

•

Committee held a symposium on “Exploration Systems Interface
with Biological and Physical Behaviors”. Recording will be publicly
available soon.

•

The successful transition of microgravity research from ISS to a
post-ISS era continues to be a central issue,including 2024 date

•
•

Increasing focus on Gateway and transition to deep space
Crew time, Soyuz and commercial crew relating to science

•

Predicting how much science will get done before 2024 or before
deep space or before/for Gateway and on Gateway

•

CBPSS overseeing ad hoc study committee reviewing NASA’s
progress on implementing recommendations in 2011 microgravity
decadal report

Committee on Earth Science and Applications from Space
•

Committee may engage in helping to organize a workshop or
study on “Big Data” and Earth science; for example:
– Cutting-edge data analytics approaches are evolving quickly and
machine learning, predictive analytics, and other algorithms have
the potential to be more broadly applied to Earth observation data

•

Committee discussed the way NOAA is conducting its data buy;

•

Committee discussed how proper data utilization is dependent
on a close collaboration between data users and data providers.
Committee heard that collaborations between NASA & NOAA
would be more likely to result in data of operational if NOAA
had some involvement in the early design phases of a mission.

•

CESAS members are reviewing the elements of a potential study
called for in the Weather Modernization Act 2017.

Committee on Solar and Space Physics
•

The CSSP continues to be interested in national and
international space weather policy and research

•

At the March 2017 meeting, the committee was tasked with
writing a very brief report on options to consider for the
creation of joint NASA-NSF heliophysics science centers
(HSCs). The HSCs were recommended as part of the DRIVE
initiative in the 2013 decadal survey. Topics in the report
include:
– How to make HSCs unique from other research elements, and
– Options for implementation (for example, consideration of a
virtual institution).

•

The report will be released in early June, 2017.

•

Committee also discussed the recent report on NSF GeoSciences portfolio review.

March 28-30, 2017
• Five SSB Sub-Committees
• met in plenary and parallel sessions.
• Around 150-200 attended the meeting
• Plenary session focus was on
international collaboration and Big Data
& Space Science
• Fourth Annual Space Science Week
Public Lecture was on Ocean Worlds
• ESSC liaison members have attended
since 2015 – hope we can continue
having a liaison to each of the standing
committees attend future SSWs.
More Information at
www.nas.edu/ssw
March 27-29, 2018,
NAS Building Wash DC
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Space Studies Board Spring Meeting
•
•
•
•

Major 1-Day symposium with ASEB
Follow up on 2009 report
Around 130 attended the meeting
Themes:
– Space in Support of National and
International Priorities
– Future of Exploration and Discovery
– Public Private Partnerships in
Support of National Space Priorities

To view video
bit.ly/CivilSpaceSymposium
33

Recent Publications
• Review of NASA's Planetary Science Division's Restructured Research and
Analysis Programs (SSB)
• Assessment of the NSF’s 2015 Geospace Portfolio Review (SSB)
• Extending Science—NASA's Space Science Mission Extensions and the Senior
Review Process (SSB)
• NASA Space Technology Roadmaps and Priorities Revisited (ASEB)
• New Worlds, New Horizons: Midterm Assessment (SSB/BPA)
• Achieving Science with CubeSats: Thinking Inside the Box (SSB)
• Continuity of NASA Earth Observations from Space: A Value Framework (SSB)
• Review of the MEPAG Report on Mars Special Regions (SSB)
• The Space Science Decadal Surveys: Lessons Learned and Best Practices (SSB)
• Pathways to Exploration—Rationales and Approaches for a U.S. Program of
Human Space Exploration (ASEB with SSB)
• NASA’s Strategic Direction and the Need for a National Consensus (DEPS)
• NASA Space Technology Roadmaps and Priorities: Restoring NASA's
Technological Edge and Paving the Way for a New Era in Space (ASEB)
All these are accessible by going to www.nationalacademies.org/spaceandaeronautics

Ongoing SSB Study Activities
1. Review of Progress Toward Implementing the Decadal Survey Vision and Voyages for
Planetary Sciences
2. Review of Planetary Protection Policy Development Processes
3. Committee on Large Strategic NASA Science Missions: Science Value and Role in a
Balanced Portfolio
4. Decadal Survey for Earth Science and Applications from Space
5. A Midterm Assessment of Implementation of the Decadal Survey on Life and Physical
Sciences Research at NASA (joint with ASEB)
6. SMD Education Meetings of Experts (joint with BOSE)
7. Planetary Protection Meetings of Experts
8. Review of NASA's Planetary Science Division's Restructured Research and Analysis
Program
9. Searching for Life Across Space and Time: A Workshop
10. Open Code Study
11. Planetary Sample Science Study
•
•

CAS-NAS Forum for New Leaders in Space Science
Observer at ESF/ESSC Planetary Protection Outer Solar System.

Upcoming or Possible SSB Study Activities
•
•
•

Astrobiology: State of the Science (congressionally mandated)
Exoplanet Science Strategy (congressionally mandated)
Phobos /Deimos Planetary Protection Study (with ESF/ESSC)

•

NOAA Weather Satellite Study (congressionally mandated)
-- likely to be joint with DELS/BASC

•
•
•
•

Review of NASA-SMD Science Plan
Astro 2020 Decadal Survey
Planetary 2022 Decadal Survey
Heliophysics Mid-decadal Review

•
•

Space Law Study
Space Weather Study

For more information visit:
www.nationalacademies.org/spaceandaeronautics
www.nationalacademies.org/ssb

Follow us on Twitter: @SSB_ASEB_News
All reports are available online for free by
visiting our websites or by searching
www.nap.edu

SSB Meetings
November 1-3, 2017 Irvine CA
May 1-3, 2018, Washington DC
November 7-9, 2018 Irvine, CA
Space Science Week
March 27-29, 2018, Washington DC
March 26-28, 2010, Washington DC

